
 

 

 

Working with Timera 

Timera Energy has evolved rapidly over 5 years to become one of Europe’s most respected 

energy consultancies.  Our business model is different from other consultancies.  We have a 

relatively small core team of senior industry experts, as well as a close group of associates 

we work with on individual projects.  All our team members have a strong industry 

background. 

A key differentiating factor for our clients is our ability to provide innovative but pragmati c 

advice.  This is grounded in practical industry experience. But it also means developing and 

adapting proven approaches to tackle specific client challenges.  This underpins a strong 

culture of debate and knowledge sharing across the team.   

Flexibility is a key attraction of working with Timera.  We are happy to structure individual 

roles to suit the right people, based on an open-minded approach to location, work hours 

and remuneration structure.  We also believe in strong and transparent linkage between 

effort and reward, as well as direct participation in business upside. 
 

Who we are looking for 

We are an entrepreneurial and innovative company.  As such we value pragmatic thought 

leadership and a practical ability to solve client problems.  Important characteristics of our 

team members include logical reasoning, creative thinking, comfort with numbers and direct 

practical experience from roles within the energy industry. 

We aim to bridge an understanding of (i) how energy markets work and (ii) market 

implications for commercial and investment decisions.  This means we are looking for 

commercial acumen as well as a strong analytical capability. 

Given the smaller nature of our team, an ability to take direct responsibility for client 

relationships and the delivery of work is important.  So is initiative and self-drive.   

We are looking to expand both our core team and our network of associates.  If you are 

interested, please send a CV and brief covering note to info@timera-energy.com.  See next 

page and our website timera-energy.com for more information about Timera Energy. 

mailto:info@timera-energy.com
http://www.timera-energy.com/


 
 

About Timera Energy 

Timera Energy provides senior consulting expertise on value and risk in European energy 

markets and the global LNG market. We are experts in the analysis of flexible energy 

assets, contracts and portfolios and the markets in which they operate. 
 

Our Clients 

Timera Energy provides consulting advice to energy producers, utilities and investment 

funds. Since Timera Energy was founded in 2011, we have quickly gained the trust of 

many leading energy companies.  Most of our clients have reengaged us for further work. 

 
 

Our Work 

The table below provides some examples of recent Timera Energy client project work. 

 
 

Our Team 

Timera Energy’s team is defined by its senior industry expertise  and hands on experience.  

Our core team members have industry experience across asset investment, portfolio 

strategy, commercial analytics, trading, origination and risk management from roles 

within energy companies, utilities and banks.  

As well as a core team, we have a strong network of senior associates that we call on to 

provide specific commercial or analytical expertise. 

If you are interested in finding out more see visit website timera-energy.com or email 

info@timera-energy.com.   

Project Client Summary

Power investment PE Fund Valuation and investment advice to support acquisition of a UK power plant portfolio

Portfolio management Utility Commercial & risk management advice on large portfolio of gas & power exposures 

Power hedging Generator Development of a hedging & risk management framework for a power portfolio

LNG supply contract Oil major Advice/analysis to support restructuring of long term European LNG supply contract

LNG asset investment SW Fund Analysis of impact of evolving global gas market dynamics on LNG portfolio value 

Pipeline sale Infra Fund Valuation analysis to support sale of large Central European pipeline asset

Storage purchase Infra Fund Commercial advisory and due diligence to support purchase of CEE storage portfolio

Storage/regas Developer Commercial advisor to developer of a UK fast cycle storage & LNG regas project
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